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The Elden Ring, the ultimate weapon forged by humanity in a time of
darkness, had been preserved and hidden for centuries, and its power was
too great to release without discretion. Its power was bound in blood and
pain. As a result, the land has been plagued by monsters and evil, and all
human life has been annihilated. An unknown adventurer appeared in the
midst of the darkness and challenged mankind to place their fate into his
hands. Subsequently, the adventurer was summoned to the Elden Ring and
was imbued with its power. He took the name Tarnished, and together with
the power of the Elden Ring, he reformed the world as the Lands Between.
Stepping on a stone to the bottom of the dungeon, the adventurer,
Tarnished, proceeds to the front of the dungeon. In the deeper parts of the
dungeon, various monsters and traps await. Tarnished's Goal: The city of
Greth is protected by a gruesomeness that is said to destroy its inhabitants.
Also, Tarnished's actions are unknown among the people in the city, thus
he is treated as a hated being. Therefore, to the adventurer that chases
after Tarnished, he appears like an evil being that wants to destroy the
human race. However, the true purpose of Tarnished is: The main character
of the scenario, Tarnished, will continue his journey in the dungeon. He will
encounter various monsters, traps, and NPCs. How to Play: Quest System
You can freely explore the vast world, including the Fields Between, High
Mountains, Cities, and Dungeons. You can encounter monsters, traps, and
NPCs throughout your journey, and quest NPCs will offer you quest items. If
you choose to accept them, you can play several quests with different
quests that will yield you varied rewards. This Quest system is so exciting
because you can, as you play, discover the truth of the story and put your
own spin on it. Combat System By weapon, you can freely combine magic,
swords, and shields. By armor, you can freely combine horse and
equipment. By element, you can freely change magic and weapons
between elements. In addition, magic and equipment can be swapped
freely. Monster and NPC data will also help your combat prowess.
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Features Key:
Fight against powerful enemies and obtain unique items along your
journey.
The Elden Ring is the only fantasy world that offers such a unique world full
of great battles.
The ease of character development and customization.
A vast world that is seamlessly connected with and open to exploration.
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A mysterious story where the various thoughts of the characters intersect
in the Lands Between.
On-line play that seamlessly connects with other players across the world.
Viscous online battles and unearthly attack animations.
An integrated chat and voice chat function that allows players to keep in
touch with each other.
Unparalleled flexibility that allows players to modify their gameplay to their
hearts’ desire.
Customization features, not only with your party members, but also the
items and equipment that you can equip.
Components like novel quests which help enhance the adventure.
Real-time PvP multiplayer where players can directly connect and go on
quests together.
The excellence and state-of-the-art technology used for the development
and release.

Regular Price � 1,319 ( $ 9,731 10,232 in Japan)
Check BERACO's page to purchase the game directly
Early Access Release � 1,319 ( $ 9,731 10,232 in
Japan)
System Requirements:
Windows PC
Intel Core 7th/9th Gen or AMD FX CPUs
16 GB RAM
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